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Introduction



Henry Ford: 

Photo-Source: Süddeutsche.de

“If I had asked 

people what they 

wanted, they 

would have said 

faster horses.”



EU Telecom Regulation: Helicopter View

• 28 different telecom markets:

• Different history of liberalization

• Different market structure

• Different price structure

• Different competitive environment

• Different stage of development

• No EU-wide operators – but strong players that are active in several 

member-states (DT, FT, Vodafone,…)

• Every regulation will touch specific issues in one or more member 

countries (e.g. cost reduction directive)

• Starting point of regulation was to ensure competition of existing 

copper networks – not to create an environment for new infrastructure

• Adoptions of regulatory framework versus long term certainty…



Incumbents investments: reality or fairy tale?
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What can EU do?



Technology Neutrality

Time to reconsider “Technology 
Neutrality”

What is “neutral”?

•If you define targets in a way to ensure 
that as many access technologies fit 
into it?

•If you define targets that ensure that 
Europe stays competitive and makes 
future-proof choices and then just see 
what access technologies fulfil those 
targets?

Does the concept of 
“Technology Neutrality” mean 
that you are not allowed to say 
what you want? 

•If you want FTTH, then say it!

•If you want 5G, then say it!



Connectivity & Inclusion

Digital Agenda 
broadband targets 

already define a 
digital divide (30/100 

Mbit/s)

Are rural areas less 
important than cities?

Who decides if a 
household is only eligible 

for 30 Mbit/s?

Already today: SMEs move from villages 
to cities

Young people and 
families move to places 
with high speed internet

Challenges:
The market will not 

ensure equal broadband 
coverage in cities and 

rural areas

There is a need for 
cooperative models with 

public involvement to 
ensure full FTTH coverage

Defining the borders 
between market areas 

and cooperative areas is 
challenging and will be 

different in member 
states

“We need to decide if we want to have a Europe of Mega-Cities of 
an Europe of prosperous regions”



Transparency

Need to be more clear and honest 
on broadband products

Consumers should know:

• What speed they really get (maximum / 
average / minimum)

• Difference of down- and upload-speeds

• Quality of service parameters (e.g. latency)

Misleading use of “fibre” should be 
stopped



Conclusion



EU – Blocking Factor or Driver for FTTH? 

• EU has the chance to become a driver for the adoption of future proof 

networks

• It is important to keep two perspectives in mind: the EU-wide and the 

regional (rural) one

• EU needs to dare to address hot topics like 

• How future-proof are the broadband targets of the Digital Agenda?

• Is technology neutrality the right concept?

• How to avoid digital divide?

• How to ensure that consumers get what they pay for?

• The next six years will decide if Europe will be able to become a top 

player on ICT – and to stay competitive on a global scale. The EU hast 

the chance to master this challenge!




